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Hey Fishies,

It?s early October. Can anyone believe it? 

This year is going by faster than Neal 

Wiener trying to sneak into the pool at 

7:26am when he?s clearly late for 

practice (just kidding ?  sort of). Before 

you know it, we?ll all be causing mayhem 

at the Holiday Party (May & Bill, looking 

at you!)

Before I get started, I?d like to talk about 
Jonathan Skow. I?m biased because he?s 
a close friend (although I have a feeling a LOT of 
people feel the same way, that?s how Jonathan is) but 
in my years on WH2O, Jonathan has been the 
consummate team member. He?s friendly, welcoming, 
generous with his time and resources, and always 
puts the needs of the team first. He?s just an 
all-around rock star of a human being, and I know 
WH2O is going to be with him along the way. If you 
have any questions, don?t be afraid to reach out to 
Shea or me.

As we enter the home stretch of the year, I hope all of 
us take this as an opportunity to engage with WH2O in 
new and exciting ways, and set up for 2019. The 
obvious ways to participate with the team are largely 
out of the way for this year ?  we?ve kicked ass at Gay 
Games and Nationals, and it might seem like as it gets 
colder, it could be a good time to relax or even spend 
some time away from the pool.

IN THE WORDS OF ADMIRAL ACKBAR IN STAR WARS, 
IT?S A TRAP.

Now is actually a time to RECOMMIT to the team, and 
I?m going to lay it out for you. The first major event 
that is approaching is our semi-annual Palm Springs 
Training Trip. Many of you have been on the trip 
before ?  each time brings record attendance after 
record attendance ?  but I know there are many of 

you who have yet to come, or haven?t in 
a while. If you?re one of those people, 
I?d seriously consider the weekend! It?s 
always one of the highlights of the 
year. A chance to get some sun, spend 
some time with your teammates, and 
fall back in love with swimming and 
water polo. Also, if you?re like me, there 
might be a fair amount of rosé? and 
other substances. DON?T TELL MY 
MOM.

Another opportunity to consider is 
joining the WH2O Board! Elections are 
in October, and it?s a really exciting way 

to get more involved with the team. If you think you?re 
not qualified for the board, or you shouldn?t run, 
YOU?RE WRONG (unless you?re Scott Genkinger, in 
which case you?re right and I just can?t help you? ) If 
you have even an inkling of an interest in joining the 
board, feel free to reach out to me, or one of the 
corresponding members who holds the position of 
interest. Like every shred of information that matters 
about this team, you can find names and positions on 
our website.

Finally, even though the big, glamorous opportunities 
to compete this year are mostly done, don?t be afraid 
to jump at other chances! For example, for swimmers, 
Regionals in December is an excellent, low-stakes 
chance to gain some race experience. Not only does 
this prepare you for the bigger meets and 
tournaments down the road, but it?s and excellent 
chance to rack up some hardware (somehow, your 
boy is a 2-time All American because of swims at 
Regionals last year). Ask your respective coaches 
about these opportunities.

As always, I?ll see you all at the pool ?  and hopefully 
Palm Springs!

Stay Chloriney!

BY SAM STRYKER; WH2O MEMBER SINCE 2014
SOME THOUGHTS FROM YOUR WH2O PRESIDENT
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WH2O TEAM MEMBER SPOTLIGHT

Q). What is your favorite pool that you've ever trained or 

competed in?

Probably Indiana University Natatorium. I?ve only swum 

there for one swim meet, but it?s a pretty impressive 

stadium. It?s also where I met Vandy for the first time, who 

eventually introduced me to WH2O aquatics! #fate

 

Q). Prior to joining WH2O, who was your favorite coach? 

Where and when did they coach you?

Hmm? probably my college water polo coach Alex Rodriguez 

when he coached me at Pomona-Pitzer. He was always 

trying new strategies and challenging water polo 

?fundamentals,? and everyone he coached improved a lot. 

And even though we were a Division 3 school, he treated us 

like we were his national team players (which I guess was 

good?) It was also fun watching him assistant coach the 

Olympic men?s water polo team in Brazil a few years ago!

Q). What's your favorite post-practice breakfast (or dinner) 

spot and what's on the menu?

Whenever we are in downtown/east LA, I try and hit up Kang 

Kang?s ? it?s a litt le hole-in-the-wall, super authentic Chinese 

spot in Alhambra with the best soup dumplings and beef 

noodle soup. You still have to carbo-load in masters sports, 

right?

Questions by Jeff Peterson; WH2O member since 2014

VICKY GYORFFY, WATER POLO; WH2O MEMBER SINCE 2017

Q). What is your favorite non-aquatic sport 

to participate in?

Considering I?ve broken both of my wrists 

playing non-aquatic sports, I would say I 

generally try to avoid them?  But since 

moving to LA, I like to occasionally play 

beach volleyball, a game that even 

uncoordinated people like myself can play.      

 

Q). If you could convince any celebrity to 

strap on their Speedo and join the team, 

who would it be?

My celebrity crush, which is Will Arnett (sorry 

Jack)! Unsure if he knows how to swim 

though...

 

Q). If you could swap places with someone 

for a day, who would it be?

Mary Berry (judge from the Great British 

Baking Show) so I can eat desserts all day 

and hang with Paul Hollywood.
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Q). What is your favorite pool that you've ever trained or competed in?

My favorite pool I?ve competed in is the Piscine Georges Vallerey Pool in Paris. This 

is the pool that hosted this year?s Gay Games. It is my favorite pool for many 

reasons. Not only did I swim my fastest times, but I also experienced an amazing 

once of a lifetime opportunity. 

It was such a pleasure getting to know and become friends with athletes from all 

over the world, but also get an idea of who my competition is for Hong Kong 2022. 

What made this trip most memorable is that it was my first Gay Games, and I?m 

very proud of how I performed. Overall, for individual events I placed 11th in the 

100m backstroke and 6th in the 200m individual medley. My relays teams claimed 

three silver medals in the 4x50m and 4x100m medley relay, and the 4x50m 

freestyle relay. This pool is regularly used for competitions such as the French 

national swimming championships, but it?s most famous for hosting the 1924 

Olympic swimming competition.  

Q). Prior to joining WH2O, who was your favorite coach? Where and when did 

they coach you?

Prior to joining WH20, my favorite coach was my high school swim coach, Kim 

Dillon. It wasn?t until my freshman year in 2004 at Marana High School that I 

started swimming for the first time. I swam my first three years of high school with 

the team. I missed my senior year of high school when I decided to move to 

Germany. While in Germany I was lucky to swim with MTV Segeberg, but Kim still 

holds the tit le of favorite coach. She always had a tough, but fun workout. When I 

think about my swimming experience in high school, I remember all of the crazy 

shenanigans I was involved in. Kim always gave the best advice and had my back.

 

Q). What's your favorite post-practice breakfast (or dinner) spot and what's on 

the menu?

Every Friday night after swim practice a lot of us would get together and go to 

Fresh Corn Grill. Occasionally we would switch it up with Tender Greens, Shake 

Shack, and sometimes out for a drink in WeHo. The fellowship was always what 

mattered more than the food. 

 

Q). What is your favorite non-aquatic sport to participate in?

Tennis! What I love about this sport is that it?s all mental. It?s been a while since I last played tennis, I don?t know of very many people that 

play so if anyone is ever interested in playing a game I?m always up for a good rally! 

 

Q). If you could convince any celebrity to strap on their Speedo and join the team, who would it be?

Hmmm, this is a tough one... but If I had to choose, I would love if my boyfriend Evan would get into a Speedo and join the team even if 

that meant for a day. He?s is not athletic or a sports kind of guy, but to see him in some tight speedos would be nice alright, he?s probably 

not a celebrity either, but not everyone can say they have a documentary of their life of which was recently released on Netflix. It?s called 

Chicken Soup for the Soul?s Being Dad. You can find him on episode 2 and 4. 

Q). If you could swap places with someone for a day, who would it be? 

This is easy, if I could swap places with someone for a day it will have to be with my younger brother Victor who I lost back in September 

of 2010. Without a doubt, it?s a sacrifice that I?d be willing to do if I were just able to. I?d do anything to allow my family, especially my mom, 

to be reunited with him even just for a day.

DAN GRANT, SWIMMING; WH2O MEMBER SINCE 2016

WH2O TEAM MEMBER SPOTLIGHT
Questions by Jeff Peterson; WH2O member since 2014
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BY MIKE CROSBY; WH2O MEMBER SINCE 2001
MY GOALS FOR WH2O

Finishing college in Boston in 2002, my classmates scattered to 
grad schools, NYC for banking, Teach for America in the south and 
Midwest, and abroad for the Peace Corps (like Olivia?s son Aaron!) I 
could not wait to get home to LA.  I missed most of my graduation 
ceremony (thank you, alphabetical order) to fly home for a good 
night?s rest before Masters Water Polo Nationals in Irvine with 
WH2O!  I had made what felt like friends for life the summer prior 
at IGLA Toronto, and we definitely drowned our sorrows together 
after our 0-4 Nationals performance.  I resolved our team would 
medal in Nationals eventually? even if it had to wait until my 
friends and I were in the 40+ division? .

Fast forward to present, that?s still a dream I believe will come true, 
even though I?m almost 40, I can?t play anymore, and we have a lot 
to work on.  But my main goals for WH2O are much broader:

1. Maintain and improve our FUN, ACCEPTING environment 
where you can make lasting and meaningful friendships, 
learn from others, and be yourself.

2. Maintain and improve our excellence at both LGBT 
competitions and ?regular? events, from local meets, 
tournaments, races to Masters Nationals & FINA Worlds.

3. Give back to our communities.

Those are the big ones, especially #3, because while we do break 
LGBT negative stereotypes and donate time and money to great causes, like Trident Swim Foundation, we 
could be doing more, such as youth clinics.  In addition, many sub-goals support these three goals: I 
definitely want more women and diversity on WH2O, so more people have the opportunity to belong, 
learn, and enjoy our successes.  I want the team to grow with the new pool?  but I hope we never lose the 
?family feel? many of us cherish.  And I?d love our team to donate both a trophy or award display and 
awesome equipment at the new facility.  So I have a goal to buy water polo goals? .

Our team has very different sports? I see swimming much closer to running and biking vs. water polo 

more like soccer, basketball and hockey.   We also have dynamically diverse folks of various ages, 

backgrounds, professions, and points of view.  Nevertheless, I trust all West Hollywood Aquatics members, 

past, present, and future, agree with at least one of the three goals.  Put your heart and soul into that goal 

and make WH2O proud!

Three BIG shout-outs:

First, Jonathan Skow.  You are one 
of the most kind, fun to talk to, 
smart, humble, and impressive 
people I know.  Second, to Paris 
Gay Gamers, swimmers for 
accepting me as a teammate and 
friend and water polo players for 
A+ dedication and letting me live 
the dream coaching us to victory.  
Third, Board, Coaches, and New 
Pool Committee, YOU GUYS ROCK.
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THE WAY YOU MAKE ME ?FEEL?
BY SHEA MANNING; WH2O MEMBER SINCE 2017

I was 16 years old the first time I heard the term 
?sculling.? I had no clue what my club coach was asking 
us to do, so I did the only reasonable thing anyone in 
my position would do: I kept my mouth shut and 
pushed off the wall without a flinch. I spent my 
streamline surveying my teammates in the adjacent 
lanes, taking in as much as I could as my momentum 
slowed. When I emerged I mimicked what seemed to be 
a cross between floating, haphazard kicking, and doggie 
paddle. I can count on one hand the number of times 
we sculled after that. It was always directionless, and 
often was done during a practice that deviated from the 
expected. Much like stretch cords or the rare sprint 
workout, sculling was spun to me as a dismissible, 
frivolous skill.

I saw marginal improvements [in sculling] in college 
with a bit of direction and the introduction of different 
techniques. While my mechanics improved, the purpose 
remained lost on me? and most of my teammates for 
that matter. The best scullers, we?d attest, had a better 
?natural feel? and had litt le to do with a heightened 
understanding of how their bodies moved most 
efficiently through the water. Even as I became a faster 
practice and racing swimmer, I understood my sculling 
efficiency as a product of my overall improvement and 
not a source of the improvement itself.

As I progressed from collegiate swimmer to 
coach/lifetime athlete, I could see the nuances of 
feel-for-the-water more and more with every day of 
experience. The more I saw, the more I could help guide 
my athletes to capitalize on that feel for training and 
competitive success. There is a big gap, however, in 
being able to see highly efficient feel, and being able to 
explain what specifically is happening that separates 
elite-feel from poor-feel and every variation in between. 
This became a constant point of research and 
conversation with my mentors, peers, and swimmers 
alike. It wasn?t until I removed the anxiety of competitive 
performance, however, that my understanding of ?feel? 
was not limited to those whom come with an innate 
ability.

In the early days of establishing my business, I spent 
nearly every day for a year in the water coaching 
lessons. We were confined to the deep-end at most of 
the pools, which meant my own technique shifted from 
being power-based to centered on finesse and 
efficiency. Remaining calm enough to speak clearly and 
calmly was more difficult the younger, or heavier, or 

more hysterical the swimmer; or in the event of 
multiple swimmers. I couldn?t be short of breath and 
expect my litt le swimmers (or their parents!) to stay 
relaxed and confident enough to take the calculated 
risks they needed to build on their basic 
skills? especially in the deep- end! At the same time, I 
wasn?t thinking about how this would impact my own 
speed or fitness. I simply tried to minimize my 
movement while staying afloat, and tried my best to 
instill the same love and respect for the water that I 
had. This in turn led to a renewed appreciation for the 
sport I fell in love with, and the time I fell in love with it. 
Then one day I realized I wasn?t just feeling how my 
body was moving, but how the water was moving 
around me and how I could use it to my advantage. 
Shortly thereafter, I caught myself not moving at all, 
floating vertically as I gave instructions. And then, after 
minimal training, I swam a lifetime best in an open 
water 1500m.

Now before you jump to conclusions, by no means am I 
trying to persuade you that swimming less is a sensible 
tactic to faster performances. Contrarily, my takeaway 
from that specific race was in how much faster I could 
have gone with more focused training in addition to a 
year of pure sculling. It is so much more comfortable, 
however, for us to do things in the way we know works 
for us. I benefited from the fact that my career 
serendipitously forced me into finding a more efficient 
way to move. The onus is largely on ourselves, however, 
to acknowledge and fill these gaps in our abilit ies? and 
doing so pushes us into unfamiliar territory. We owe it 
to ourselves to pursue these gaps though. To recognize 
that every practice is an opportunity to learn more 
about ourselves; how we change and how that change 
translates to the water. That requires a level of 
dynamism in the way we train, but more importantly it 
is about letting our minds go and finding that 
foundational love for the water. Because the only thing 
we should ?feel? when we are swimming is fulfilled.
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I suck at flip turns and my inflexible ankles are conspiring to 

propel me in reverse. But I really like swimming with WH2O.

Until the age of 38 or so, I?m pretty sure I never swam a single 

lap. I did everything I could to politely get out of swimming 

with my partner (full disclosure, I?ve been in a relationship 

with the current WH2O swim rep for 6 years). But when I 

realized that my busted and broken body could no longer 

tolerate trying to keep up with 22 year olds at CrossFit, I 

realized that swimming was probably my best bet to 

preserving my waist size as well as my internal organs. 

THE 42-YEAR OLD [SWIM TEAM] VIRGIN
BY BLAINE ZUCKERMAN; WH2O MEMBER SINCE 2018

And then Craig started trying to convince me to swim with WH2O. I resisted for as long as I 

could but by then I?d met a bunch of the swimmers and liked them. (Confession: I had some 

favorites. Olivia makes a mean Manhattan.) And then I started swimming with you folks.

I expected what I?d experienced before with gay sports groups: a bunch of guys with 

something to prove. I expected to see the unwieldy baggage that many of us carry that?s 

found in the intersection of sexual orientation and sports. But there were no chips on these 

[very broad] shoulders. The swimmers were unanimously encouraging, humble and 

comfortable with themselves. And I appreciated that while it had been founded as a gay 

team, the club didn?t use sexual orientation as a disqualifying criteria. There was a sense of 

inclusiveness, even for the slowest person in the pool.

As I began to build relationships of my own (not just as the swim rep?s plus one), my 

appreciation for the team grew. Friends in the pool push my limits - Joe won?t let me sneak 

out of practice early; Tom Wilson told me that I?m getting faster; and my Sunday lane mates 

Jenna and Ximena force me to lead occasionally. I?ve got surf buddies (George and Liz) and a 

new travel companion (Daddy Adam Larson).

As I write this, I realize that I?ve been traveling for work for over two weeks. I think it?s a good 

sign that I can?t wait to get back in the pool and work on those flip turns.
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THE HEALTHY WH2O ATHLETE
BY JESSICA SEATON; WH2O MEMBER SINCE 1990

According to the World Health Organization, health is a state of 
complete physical, mental, and social well-being and not merely 
the absence of disease or infirmity. As swimmers, we probably 
consider ourselves healthy, but are we in a state of complete 
physical, mental, and social well-being? If you're getting sick more 
often than usual or feeling sluggish in the water for no apparent 
reason, you may be skimping on one of the key components of 
good health: adequate exercise, good nutrition, adequate sleep, 
good relationships, and quiet time.

 

Those of us who swim 3-4 times per week are certainly getting 
more than the minimally recommended 150 minutes of moderate 
exercise a week. Our workouts are a form of high intensity interval 
training, which is especially beneficial in improving the health of 
muscle cells. By age 50 most people notice that without weight 
training, they don't have the same power in the water. An optimal 
exercise program also includes strength training, which increases 
power in the water and flexibility exercises, which help eliminate 
moving or feeling like an old person.

 

Good nutrition means eating a well-balanced diet that is optimal 
for you. Every meal should include either vegetable or animal 
protein, along with ample fruits and vegetables. Whole grains are 
important as a source of fuel for working muscles. A rule of thumb 
for good nutrition is to strive to eat every color of the rainbow 
everyday. Each of the colors provides you with different 
phytonutrients, which are all important for health.

 

Sleep is increasingly being recognized as crucial to good health. 
Studies have shown that there is a sweet spot between 7 and 9 
hours of sleep. Very few people are functioning optimally with less 
than 7 hours of sleep. With 6 hours of sleep one's cognitive ability 
is impaired similarly to having had one alcoholic drink. The more 
nights without adequate sleep, the more your mental and physical 
performance will be impaired.

 

Swimming regularly also provides us with some social interaction 
and friendships. Good relationships are important for overall 
well-being, while loneliness can be fatal.

 

Quiet time is important for mental, emotional, and spiritual health. 
It can be listening to music, meditation, prayer, breathing exercises, 
or just sitting quietly.

In the future I plan to address each of these areas in more detail. I 
welcome any questions or suggestions regarding future topics. My 
email is drjessica@drjessicaseaton.com.
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KEELY?S KORNER - CHAPTER 2
BY KEELY MACDONALD; WH2O MEMBER SINCE 2016

Dear Keely,

I?ve been thinking about attending one of the swim 
meets, but I?m feeling a little apprehensive. Any 

words of inspiration or wisdom?

Sincerely, 

Torn Between Nerves and Excitement

Dear Torn,

It can be said that what a competition costs in anxiety can be 
made up for in excitement, but this is all a matter of perspective. 
Let?s break it down, shall we?

1) We?re swimmers. We set goals, and we get on them like the 
Instagram puppy ears filter on basic hoes (no shade ? I?m one o? 
them!) Whether you?re swimming for exercise, for fun, for 
personal fulfillment or the remnants of a childhood dream 
(* raises hand slowly* ), you?re working towards something. You 
have to be dedicated to wake up in the mornings or go after a 
long day of work and jump into cold water. A race is a fun way 
t o t est  t hat  t rain ing. It can be something as small as trying out 
that new dive, or streamlining past the flags (props to those of 
y?all who can pull this one off). You?ve put in the work. Now it?s 
time to shine.

2) The com pet it ion high is one-of -a-k ind. It could be the sugar from all those Cliff Bars you?re eating, but it?s the kind of 
feeling that you want to bottle up and carry with you forever ? an empowering reminder that you are an athlete, powerful 
and strong, surrounded by supportive teammates, and doing something that makes you happy. You go, Glen Coco!

3) The t eam  spir it  w il l  t ake you on a real feels t r ip. Even at smaller meets, our spirit level is unparalleled. So prepare to 
go voiceless cheering, and lose yourself in a shared team passion ? it?s worth it, and the team pictures you?re snapping will 
remind you to cherish those memories for a long time to come.

4) You might be able to stalk your way into a phot o w it h 
Nat han Adr ian . Don?t lie ? every one of you wants this ?  

5) It ?s a rem inder  t hat  you are kick ass. You smell like 
chlorine all the time, you?re sore a lot, and your hair might have 
a slight green sheen to it most days, but you?re at a higher 
athletic level on your worst days than most people ever reach 
in their entire life. And every once in a while, it?s nice to remind 
yourself of these feats. 

So, Torn, that?s where I stand. Not sure if these words are 
considered wise or inspiring, but remember that swimming is 
what you make it. We don?t have to do competitions to be 
happy. But sometimes it?s fun to test the waters, and I think 
you?ll be glad you gave it a try. 

Your teammate, Keely 
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West Hollywood Aquatics hosted a Sunday Funday 
fundraising event on July 15 at Micky?s in West 
Hollywood. Micky?s graciously hung our team banner 
prominently over the entrance. Out front, we had a 

very sexy group of swimmers and water polo players doing the Bend & Snap way better than in that 
iconic scene from Legally Blonde. What better way to welcome the public to our party!? 

The theme of the event was Summer Fun and we had four raffle prizes to match the theme: a Fit Bit, a 
day-at-the-pool package, a pair of tickets to Six Flags Hurricane Harbor water park, and a pair of park 
hopper tickets to Disneyland/California Adventure parks. Colin Dueweke and I made 700 Jell-O shots 
the night before the event and we sold every one to our Funday guests to boost our fundraising 
income.

The turnout to the event was really great! Thank you to everyone who showed up and brought their 
friends along. Special thanks to team members who volunteered to wear their swimsuits, sell Jell-O 
shots and raffle tickets, and selected the winning raffle tickets out of the fishbowl.

Bottom line - we raised over $2400. Yay, team!

BY JAMES CARAMETA; WH2O MEMBER SINCE 2016
SUNDAY FUNDAY
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If you like numbers and spreadsheets, and have a Type-A personality with 

OCD tendencies, then triathlon may just be the sport for you! The fact that 

you?re already a swimmer is a huge bonus (as most triathletes aren?t), and 

it?s always fun to intimidate your fellow competitors with the 

Michael-Phelps-arm-swing. But of course, it?s a peculiar brand of ?torture?. 

One has to enjoy running (without music!), setting aside big chunks of your 

free time for those long rides, and saying goodbye to your social life. 

Speaking of numbers, here are the most common tri distances: 

- Sprint (750m/20km/5km)

- Olympic (1.5km/40km/10km)

- Half (1.2mi/56mi/13.1mi)

- Full (2.4mi/112mi/26.2mi)

A race season is typically from Apr/May to Oct/Nov. 

My 2018 season started with a rust-buster in April, at the LA Tri in San 

Dimas; followed by my primary-goal-race in May, at the Ironman 70.3 St. 

George; then supported a local race two weeks later, at the Breath of Life Tri 

in Ventura. Next, I refocused to prepare for the Paris Gay Games in August; 

and rounded out with a divide-and-conquer relay at the Malibu Tri in 

September. 

JUST KEEP TRI-ING
BY IRENE WONG; WH2O MEMBER SINCE 2017

The Ironm an 70.3 St . George, Utah was also the North American 

Pro Champs, which allowed us to race alongside some of the top 

pros in this sport. Fellow WH2O member Igor Porciuncula and I 

enjoyed the stunning beauty of red rocks, and the warm welcome of 

the host city. Course management was especially crucial at this race, 

due to the high 90s temp and 4800+ ft of total elevation gain. We 

took on the grueling course with smiles on our faces (to hide the 

tears) and fists in the air (desperate attempts to find that second 

wind). Igor finished in 6:02:13, crushing his previous time on a faster 

and flatter course by over 14 minutes; and I finished in 6:50:04, 

shaving away time in each leg as well.

Continued on the next page... 

https://trievents.com/
https://trievents.com/
http://www.ironman.com/triathlon/events/americas/ironman-70.3/st.-george.aspx#/axzz5RIzBD9K1
http://www.ironman.com/triathlon/events/americas/ironman-70.3/st.-george.aspx#/axzz5RIzBD9K1
http://www.ironman.com/triathlon/events/americas/ironman-70.3/st.-george.aspx#/axzz5RIzBD9K1
http://www.ironman.com/triathlon/events/americas/ironman-70.3/st.-george.aspx#/axzz5RIzBD9K1
http://dinatriforlife.com/
http://dinatriforlife.com/
http://dinatriforlife.com/
http://dinatriforlife.com/
https://www.paris2018.com/sports/triathlon/
https://www.paris2018.com/sports/triathlon/
https://www.paris2018.com/sports/triathlon/
http://www.nauticamalibutri.com/
http://www.nauticamalibutri.com/
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The Par is Gay Gam es Tr iat hlon  was held at Vaires-sur-Marne, with a 1.5km lake swim, 40km open bike course, and a 10km 

lakeside park run. Igor and I experienced some new logistical differences from the races we were used to in the US. The bike 

course was a particular challenge with its cobblestone streets, platform speed bumps, and train tracks. Unfortunately, Igor 

fell from the bike and fractured his hand in two places, but he continued on to the run and finished the race! Despite his 

accident, he placed 9th in his age group with a time of 2:43:08, and was the 4th fastest swimmer overall with a time of 

26:16. I placed 1st in my age group with a time of 2:46:19, establishing a new PB for this distance by 11+ minutes. 

If anyone is interested to know more about this sport - What equipment do I need to get started? Is that a good race for my 

first tri? Hey let 's meet up for a training ride! - please don't hesitate to chat with me or Igor. Incidentally, Igor is seeking 

swimmers and runners to form a male SWAT team for the 2019 season, he looks forward to hearing from you! 

Team SWAT (Swimmers with Attitude) members Keely MacDonald, Ritchey Howe, and I arrived at Zuma Beach in predawn 

darkness, ready to rock and roll. However, nature had its own ideas?  For the first time in the 32 year history of the Malibu 

Tr i , the lifeguards had no choice but to stop an entire wave of swimmers, and deactivate everyone?s timing chips. The head 

race official, who had been running this since the beginning, said that he had never seen anything like this before - over 20% 

of all the participants decided not to risk it, or got pulled out from the unrelenting double overheads and strong currents. I 

was truly inspired to witness Keely?s fearless attempts to get past the surf break not once, not twice, but repeatedly, until a 

lifeguard literally held her arm to stop her. I was equally inspired by Ritchey?s strength to power through an inflamed calf 

and ran the 10km course in an impressive 45:58, while knowing that our times would not be recorded, nor qualify for any 

awards. I attacked the 40km bike course along PCH in 1:08, setting a new PB from the previous 1:16. A fire has been lit, team 

SWAT will be back at this or another race, to show ?em what WH2O girls are made of! 
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WH2OCEAN ? SUMMER WRAP UP
BY AMY DANTZLER; WH2O MEMBER SINCE 1989

Summer is over and the WH2Ocean crew had a season filled with incredible highs and 
unbearable lows. We traveled the world, swam in exotic waters, made new friends, won 
trophies, got sunburned, ate too much, laughed and cried a lot. There is more than truly 
can be wrapped up 800 words or less but I will try.

SWIMMING FROM ASIA TO EUROPE

Bryan Libit, Mike Wallace and I, together with local friends of WH2O, Alex Kostich, Steve Childers 
and Paul Towers, kicked off the OWS season in July with an amazing race in Istanbul, Turkey 
across the Bosphorus ? swimming 6.5 kilometers through the Istanbul Strait that connects the 
Black Sea with the Sea of Marmara. Participants race from Asia on one side to Europe on the 
other. It was a new experience for all of us. And, putting aside the race, it was a great adventure 
traveling in Turkey, having our first Hamam (Turkish bath), riding in a hot air balloon over 
Cappadocia, staying in cave hotel; but, the race was also one of the best swimming experiences 
I?ve had in my 50 years of competitive swimming.

This was the 30th Annual Bosphorus Cross-Continental Swim put on by the Turkish Olympic 
Committee. The race sells out in about 20 minutes online with over 2400 competitors from 
around the world. The event was extraordinarily well-organized and high tech.

The day of the race, all 2400+ swimmers were taken in just our swimsuits, caps and goggles on 
barges to the start on the Asian side. Once there, we dove (or jumped) off a pontoon to start the 
race. Timing chips started when we crossed the pontoon so, while there was still the usual 
jockeying for position, not all 2400 people had to jump off at once. 

From the start on the Asian side we swam to the middle of the strait under a large suspension bridge with the current to the finish a litt le 
over 4 miles away on the European side. We were all nervous about the technical nature of the course as we were advised that is was 
very important to stay in the middle of the straight to avoid cross currents that would make crossing difficult. Despite the strong current 
that enabled me to swim 100s faster than Katie Ledecky, due to surface wind and chop, I did not really feel like I was going very fast. In 
fact, I was concerned I was getting off course during the race because I did not feel like I was going with the current. 

In the end, it turned out that we each navigated fairly well and we all had very successful finishes exceeding our individual goals. Having 
just recovered from being very ill, Mike was pleased that he finished strong and in a great time. Bryan surprised himself with third in his 
competitive age group and a top 50 finish overall. I won my age group and was the third place woman and top 20 overall. As a top three 
finisher, I even got a new smart phone and appeared in the local press, which was pretty cool.

Definitely put this race on your bucket list if you?re an open water swimmer. It was truly an experience of a lifetime.

BACK ON OUR HOME TURF

Back home, those of us who did not make the trip to Paris raced here from Hermosa Beach to Manhattan Beach in the Dwight Crum 
Pier to Pier Swim (P2P) that is part of the International Surf Festival. The 2.2 mile race is the most popular open water race in L.A. and 
draws about 1200 swimmers, mostly from southern California.

Representing WH2O were Bryan Libit, Jonathan Skow, Tim Burke, David Kirvan, Jeff Peterson, 
Wadley, David Padwa, Michael Stokes and me. We had great conditions with warm water, sunny 
skies and very litt le current. There was some surf, however, and the start was a litt le treacherous. 

There were large inshore holes ? some big enough to swallow me 
up ? and most of us stumbled around at the entry. But, we were 
all in the same boat and 2.2 miles is a long race so the start is just 
a fraction of what counts. It always amazes me how, out of all the 
swimmers in the race, I end up seeing most of my teammates at 
some point on the course! And I swam most of the race in a pack 
next to Michael Stokes.

The surf definitely played a part in the finish. Our practice paid off 
and, in the end, we all placed very well. Even the slowest among 
us, was in the top 25% of all competitors. I was the second place 
woman, won my age group and was 14th overall, Michael was 
second in his age group and 16th overall, Libit was 47th overall, 
Wadley came in right by Libit and was 50th overall, Jeff was 66th 
overall, Tim was 92nd, David was 129th, Jonathan was 185th and 
David was 303rd. 

Continued on the next page...
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SWIMMING WITH SEA TURTLES

This year?s 2.4 mile Waikiki Rough Water Swim (WRWS) had the most competitive field of 
any of the races I did this summer. There were quite a few Olympians and current 
professional swimmers competing from the US and Australia.

WH2O brought a large group, some of whom had not done much OWS racing but were 
excited to swim in the beautiful blue Hawaiian ocean. Jonathan Skow, Sam Stryker, 
Antoine Kunsch, John Coulter, Bryan Libit, Dan Guerrera, Keely MacDonald, Irene Wong, 
Deb Jourdain and, former coach, Alex Moothart, all swam. I think this was one of the first 
OWS races ever (or at least in a very long time) for Sam, Antoine, John and Dan and we 
were very happy to have them with us.

Besides the competitive field, the WRWS is a tough course. It is point to point like P2P 
but it requires you to swim almost 700 meters out to the first turn buoy, over 2300 
meters parallel to shore and then over 800 meters into shore after the final turn buoy 
over some tricky currents in a small boat channel and through some big surf. The 
current on the course can be strong making the 2.4 miles seem much longer. It?s 
definitely not an easy first race. However, it is a beautiful course. The water is the perfect 
temperature and you can see sea turtles and beautiful tropical fish swimming along with 
you. 

The currents were a lot more favorable than the last time Jonathan, Libit and I raced in 
2016 and we all completed the course much more quickly with Jonathan showing the 
most impressive improvement ? finishing 35 minutes faster this year. The entire WH2Ocean group finished the race well and I think, most 
importantly, had fun. Perhaps some of our newer competitors has gotten the bug and will be joining us more frequently next summer.

Right after the WRWS, Libit and I jetted off in a tiny prop-plane to Maui. We raced very early the next morning in the Maui Channel Swim 
(MCS), a relay from Lanai to Maui, with four friends of WH2O, Brent Blackman, Jake Glick, Dianne Gleason and Jill Gellatly. The MCS is a 
great fun event that, despite what it sounds like, does not require that much swimming. Because it is a relay each swimmer completes a 
leg of 30 minutes, then of 10 minutes to cross the 10 mile channel with a boat escort. Our relay, which was in the Mixed Makule Division 
(240+), finished first and sixth overall racing neck and neck the entire time against another L.A.-based team of friends. I hope next year we 
will have more WeHo swimmers join us in the MCS as relays are a great way to cross a channel and have fun with friends.

 

------------------------

 

While this summer was an amazing season of open water swimming for me personally, as you all know, our Hawaii trip ended 
with the tragic injury to our beloved teammate and friend Jonathan Skow. The ocean is a powerful force that requires awareness, 

knowledge and respect, yet I hope that Jonathan?s accident will not deter us from continuing to swim, race and play in it. 
Jonathan loves the ocean and is an experienced open water swimmer and excellent body surfer; he often passed me and other 

much faster swimmers in workouts due to his epic wave riding skills. I do not believe Jonathan would want us to fear the place he 
would love to be if he could. Instead I will swim every stroke and catch every wave I can for Jonathan because, right now, he 

cannot physically be there with me. I hope you all will join me in honor of Jonathan?s love of the ocean and his true zest for life.

 

Since I have obviously well exceeded my 800 word limit, I have probably lost most of you. But, if you?re still with me, know that 
some of us are still out at Manhattan Beach on Saturdays and Sundays enjoying that ocean and we will continue till it gets too 
cold. If you?re interested in joining or learning more about OWS opportunities, contact Irene Wong or me. Everyone is welcome!
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WH2O HAS A GAY OLD TIME IN PARIS
BY ANTOINE KUNSCH; WH2O MEMBER SINCE 2015

?All Equal? was the slogan of the 10th edition of the Gay Games, taking place in 
the City of Lights from August 4th to 12th. We took over Pairs with a group of 
nearly 60 swimmers, water polo players and coaches, proudly flying the WH2O 
banner as we walked into Jean Bouin stadium during the opening ceremony, and 
making a strong impression on some volunteers it seems. We had a great group 
of first-timers and Gay Games veterans, passing on the legacy of 36 years of Gay 
Games history. Reminder to check out the Light In The Water team documentary, 
also retracing this historical journey!  

After 7 days of intense competition and amazing performances, WH2O came 
back with no less than 48 medals - 29 Gold, 31 Silver, 18 Bronze! And because 
some of us are overachievers, we also broke five individual IGLA records! Jessica 
Seaton reset ALL breaststroke records in her category (because why not) breaking 
records for the 50m, 100m, and 200m. Mauro Bordovsky snatched the 100m 
breaststroke record, and our national treasure Neal Wiener completed an 
incredible 200m fly, beating the previous IGLA record by more than 10 seconds. 

Not to be outdone, our relay teams put their names on three IGLA records. Bill 
Donovan, Neal Wiener, Paulo Figueiredo, and Jay Olson took care of the Men 
4x50m freestyle relay. These folks did it again in the Men 4x100m medley relays 
with Charles Myers replacing Jay Olson. Our final IGLA record went to our Mixed 
4x50m freestyle dream team of John Bauer, Jessica Seaton (yes, again), Mary 
Church, and Charles Larson. 

Great performances were not limited to the swimming pool! Luis Bahamon 
claimed one silver and two bronze medals in diving. Irene Wong brought back 
gold in the 2.5km open water swim and the triathlon, which is just showing off at 
this point since she also snatched two medals in swimming! Mike Wallace 
medaled in the open water event, and a special shout-out to our wonderful 
wounded warrior - Igor Porciuncula - who injured himself during the triathlon, 
finished the race, still competed in open water and pool swimming events, and 
snagged gold in cycling! He is still recovering so send him good thoughts and we 
hope to see him back in the pool soon.   

Personally, it was my first Gay Games and I LOVED every second of it, from the 
swimming events to the cultural activities in some stunning locations and just 
relaxing in Paris and eating ice cream walking along the Seine. I am just grateful 
the 2022 Gay Games will be in HONG KONG and I will not have to translate an 
entire menu in a restaurant because many of my teammates did not learn my 
beautiful native language (just kidding). I was lucky enough to receive a 
scholarship from the Gay Games Federation to participate this year and I would 
encourage anyone who could benefit from financial support to keep an eye out 
and apply when they start the process again for 2020! BRAVO everyone and see 
you in Hong Kong!
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PARIS GAY GAMES; WH2O WATER POLO TAKES GOLD
BY TIM KLINE; WH2O MEMBER SINCE 2018
& MARCUS MONCIBAEZ; WH2O MEMBER SINCE 2017

West Hollywood Aquatics water polo 

dominated the competition at Gay Games 

Paris 2018 with a 7-0 record, beating out 

Sydney, Berlin, Paris, London, Brussels, 

Toronto and San Francisco.

In the early round-robin games WH2O carried 

double-digit victories as they burned through 

the European teams. However, notably 

meeting an aggressive resistance from Berlin, 

WH2O quickly learned to fend off attacks and 

guard their speedos soundly about the waist.

The semi final game against Toronto proved to 

be a tougher match, stair stepping up the 

intensity for WH2O?s final match the following 

day against our long-time rivals, San Francisco 

Tsunami. Before the final game, our French hosts played "California Dreamin?" by the Mamas and the 

Papas, sending the NorCal /  SoCal rivals off with a good luck kiss from their favorite drag queen hostess. 

n the final match, WH2O broke out with Fernando Navarrete scoring the first goal to set the tone.  

Because of Coach Mike?s dedicated drilling in the ?M? drop strategy (guarding the lanes, driving, pressure 

passing, and shutting down hole set), the team played smart water polo and neutralized Tsunami.  Briefly 

in the third quarter Tsunami came 

within one point of our position 

(6-5), leading to a nail biting 

performance for the 300+ 

spectators howling from the 

grandstands. But with Steven 

Leeches phenomenal hole set 

defense at the beginning of the 

fourth, WH2O lurched toward final 

victory and gold, ending with Tim 

Greer?s fancy behind the back shot 

that made the crowd go wild and 

Coach Mike to hop with glee.  
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GAY GAMES X 
2018 
PARIS

GAY GAMES IX
2014 
CLEVELAND

  
GAY GAMES VIII 
2010 
COLOGNE

2018 marked the tenth quadrennial Gay Games in Paris. Since 1982, the world 
has come together every four years to celebrate and promote the LGTBI+ 
community in sports and culture.

The first Gay Games were integral in the formation of West Hollywood 
Aquatics and The Games continue to be some of the most significant events 
for the team. The experiences, memories and relationships gained from 
participating in the Gay Games, from the first to the last,  have enriched the 
lives of many WH2O members.

Look back at the team members who have represented West Hollywood 
Aquatics on the international stage at Game Games I through X.

Members of the 2014 WH2O Gay Games Team 
watch the Opening Ceremony at Quicken Loans 
Arena 

The 2010 Gay Games Team waits to march into 
RheinEnergieStadion

West Hollywood 
Aquatics founders 
Mauro Bordovsky 
and Mike Wallace 
were recognized 
by the Federation 
of Gay Games at 
the Opening 
Ceremony of Gay 
Games X for their 
participation in all 
ten Gay Games.

The 2018 WH2O Gay Games Team 
prepared to march into Jean Bouin 
Stadium for the Opening Ceremony 

A WALK DOWN MEMORY LANE
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GAY GAMES VII
2006 
CHICAGO

GAY GAMES VI
2002
SYDNEY

GAY GAMES V 
1998
AMSTERDAM

GAY GAMES IV
1994 
NEW YORK CITY

The 2006 Gay Games Team ready 
to begin their Pink Flamingo 
performance

Members of the 2002 Gay Games Team at the Opening 
Ceremony at Aussie Stadium

The 1994 Gay Games Team at Yankee 
Stadium for the Closing Ceremony

The 1998 Gay Games Team 
members head to the Opening 
Ceremony at Amsterdam Arena
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GAY GAMES III
1990 
VANCOUVER

GAY GAMES I 
1982 
SAN FRANSISCO

GAY GAMES II 
1986
SAN FRANSISCO

1990 Gay Games Team members take a break 
from competition for a group photo outside the 
competition swimming pool

Members of the 1982 West Hollywood Swim Club Gay 
Games Team (comprised of "Los Angeles", "Beverly Hills" 
and "Santa Monica" teams) win first, second and third 
places in the men's 4x100m freestyle relay

1986 Gay Games Team 
having fun before entering 
Kezar Stadium for the 
Opening Ceremony


